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ROLLING V BUS CORPORATION MAKING MASSIVE
INVESTMENT IN COMMUNITY
Rolling V focuses on the post-covid environment.
MAY 9, 2022 - Liberty, N.Y. – Rolling V Bus Corporation has announced a new and improved wage
scale centered around advancement and opportunity.
Rolling V has unveiled a new plan that will allow starting drivers to earn a rate as high as $20/hour
starting while monitors new starting rate jumps to $15/hour. New recruits and current non-driving
staff are also offered a 2-month program to earn their CDL and new starting rate of pay. Additionally,
all current driving and monitor staff will see a comparable rate increase for the next school year.
“Rolling V has always, and continues to appreciate our staff,” said Executive Vice President Nicholas
Vallone, who also serves as President of the New York School Bus Contractors Association
(NYSBCA). “A 5% raise during times of 7% inflation is a pay cut, that’s why Rolling V’s plan
increases wages nearly 16% from last to next September.”
Beyond wages, Rolling V has also purchased over 35 new vehicles for service in September. These
new vehicles will be equipped with updated technology including Cameras and a GPS system that
can allow parents access to their child’s bus location in real time.
Lastly, Rolling V has insourced all elements of the CDL training process in their Liberty headquarters.
These additions include a brand-new medical office for physicals and drug testing as well as identity
services including fingerprinting and background checks.
In total the investments at Rolling V come in at a staggering 3.7 million dollars. Vallone is confident
that these dollars will help Rolling V re-build its strong foundation which was rattled by the Covid19 pandemic.
“It’s time to look to the future and continue to build on our commitment to the communities we serve.
Vallone said. “These steps are necessary not only to attract new employees to a career at Rolling V,
but to show our appreciation to our loyal crew that helped get us through these tough times”
About Rolling V Corp.
Rolling V Bus Corp. is a family-owned and managed full-service transportation company based in
South Fallsburg, N.Y. It is known for exceptional school-bus services and provides regional charter
coach services. Rolling V has provided safe and dependable transportation for more than 50 years.
To learn more, visit RollingV.com.
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